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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2289–Yoan had been waiting for several days. 
Upon entering the room, he must have noticed that James was missing and came out of 
the room. 

James stood on the spot, not knowing what to say. 

However, Yoan did not ask any questions. 

He did indeed enter James’ room to find him. After searching the yard and the room, 
James was nowhere to be seen. 

Although Yoan did not know where James went and how he suddenly reappeared, he 
did not confront James. 

He understood that everyone had their own secrets. 

It was unsurprising that James had a secret of his own. 

“Some of the academy’s elders have brought their disciples to the Divinity Sect to 
participate in the Grand Tournament. Let’s go.” 

Yoan stood up. 

Many of the Welkin Academy’s elders had already set out with their disciples. 

However, the duo was late because Yoan was waiting for James. 

“Okay,” James uttered softly. 

Yoan summoned magical flying tools and hopped onto one of them. 

James also leaped onto a magical flying tool. 

The Grand Tournament was to be held and organized by the Divinity Sect. 

James followed Yoan to the Divinity Sect. Their journey to the Divinity Sect was really 
long. However, it only took three days for them to arrive in the Divinity Sect’s perimeters 
with Yoan’s flying magic tool. 

They arrived at Divine City. 

The city was under the Divinity Sect’s jurisdiction and was one of the most developed 
cities in the Ancient Realm. 



There were about 300 million permanent residents in the city. 

They went to a large inn in the city that the Welkin Academy had booked. 

Upon arriving at the inn, James was assigned a separate room. Meanwhile, Yoan went 
to meet up with the headmaster. 

James did not ask any questions. He did not need to do anything and just had to wait 
for the Welkin Academy’s instructions. 

The Welkin Academy’s headmaster led the disciples out of the city three days later. 

There was a mountain range outside of the city. 

The mountain was called Mount Divinity, which was the Divinity Sect’s base. 

From a distance, there were countless towering mountains. On the mountaintops, many 
old- fashioned buildings were surrounded by white mist, making it look like a paradise 
on Earth. 

‘Is that the Divinity Sect’s base?’ 

James looked at the mountains in the distance, and his heart grew slightly worried. 

He had grievances with the Divinity Sect’s elder, Yuvaan. It would be a disaster if 
Yuvaan, who had already gone to Earth, returned to the Divinity Sect. 

‘It should be fine. Yuvaan is an elder with great strength. It was difficult for him to pass 
through the seal, and he would have to pay a heavy price to return. Thus, he probably 
won’t return so easily. No one in the Divinity Sect will recognize me if he doesn’t return.’ 

James comforted himself in his heart. 

“James.” A pleasant voice sounded from behind him. 

He turned around and looked to see who it was. 

Quintina, who was wearing a blue dress, strode over to him. 

James nodded and said, “Mhm? What’s wrong?” 

Quintina asked, “How was your meditation in seclusion?” 

Hearing this, James smiled faintly and said, “It shouldn’t be difficult for me to make it 
into the top ten of this Grand Tournament.” 



“Is that so?” 

Quintina looked at James. According to the information she acquired, many talented 
people were participating in the Grand Tournament. Even she was worried about not 
getting into the top ten, yet James was full of confidence. 

However, she was relieved after remembering how James withstood three hits from 
Hayden. She thought, ‘Maybe he could really get into the top ten.’ 

James did not respond to Quintina’s question. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2290–James was confident in his strength. 

Their party continued to advance. 

Soon, they were on Mount Divinity. 

At the mountain foot, there was a stone tablet with a height of 100 meters. Vivid words 
were engraved on the stone tablet-Divinity Sect. 

Many people were standing outside the Divinity Sect’s gate at that moment. 

“The Divinity Sect sure is arrogant. They’re making so many people wait outside their 
mountain gate.” Jeffery from the Welkin Academy had a dissatisfied look. 

The other elders agreed with him. 

“Right? We’ve already arrived, but no one is here to welcome us.’ 

“The Divinity Sect sure has become more domineering in recent years.” 

The Welkin Academy’s headmaster said, “Don’t be impatient. Let’s just wait for a while.” 

James scanned the surroundings. There were at least 30,000 people gathered in the 
area. Almost all of them were elders with their disciples. 

Suddenly, he remembered he had not let Henry and Delainey out. 

He scanned his surroundings and walked to a desolate area. Then, he walked toward a 
big tree far away from the Divinity Sect’s mountain gate. He looked into the Celestial 
Abode and saw Henry and Delainey waiting at the City Lord’s Mansion. 



He connected with them telepathically. 

“Henry, Delainey. I’ve already arrived at the Divinity Sect. Are you two ready? I’ll let out 
right now.” 

“Yeah,” the two replied simultaneously. 

Immediately afterward, James released them from the Celestial Abode. 

After two bursts of lights emerged, the two appeared before James. 

James looked at them and asked, “How are you two? What are your cultivation ranks?” 

Henry smiled triumphantly and said, “You should know I’ve been cultivating very hard in 
the Celestial Abode. I think I’ve been in the Time Chamber for about twenty years. I’m 
already at the Immortal Ascension’s Ninth Stair.” 

Hearing this, James gave Henry a thumbs up. 

The Celestial Abode’s Time Chamber was a very extraordinary existence. 

Henry would have had to take a hundred years to reach the Immortal Ascension’s Ninth 
Stair if he were to cultivate normally. 

James turned to Delainey and asked, “What about you, Delainey?” 

Delainey wore a white dress, and her long hair fluttered behind her. She had exquisite 
features and a graceful figure. With a faint smile on her pretty face, she said, “I haven’t 
been idle either. With Sophie’s help, I’ve reached the Mage Rank and now have my own 
Yogacara. However, my Yogacara is very ordinary. Sophie said I can refine it again if I 
encounter a more powerful Yogacara in the future.” 

Startled, James asked, “What? You’ve already reached the Mage Rank?” 

“Yeah.” Delainey smiled mischievously. 

James gave her a thumbs up and praised, “Amazing. You’re really amazing. I’m sure 
you two will shine in the Ancient Realm’s Grand Tournament.” 

After James briefly chatted with the two of them, he turned to leave. 

He returned to the area where the Welkin Academy’s elders were. 

More and more people showed up at the Divinity Sect. However, the Divinity Sect’s 
mountain gate was still closed, and no one came to receive the guests. 



When James returned, Yoan asked, “Where did you go?” 

James said smilingly, “It’s my first time at the Divinity Sect, so I had a look around.” 

“Mhm.” Yoan nodded and did not ask any more questions. 

The group waited a long time outside the Divinity Sect’s mountain gate. 

Half a day later, the Divinity Sect’s mountain protective formation finally opened. 

The scenery before them changed, and a 10,000-meter-long staircase appeared. Fully-
armed disciples from the Divinity Sect stood on both sides of the stairs. 

From the top of the stairs, a golden light suddenly appeared. 

The golden light gathered and formed a silhouette. 

It was the Divinity Sect’s leader, the Divine Holy Emperor. 

“My fellow guest, I’m sorry to have kept you waiting.” 

The Divine Holy Emperor stood on top of the stairs. He looked at the cultivators that 
came from all over the Ancient Realm. His voice sounded. “Welcome to the Divinity 
Sect. I’m sorry if we have caused any inconvenience.” 
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